KELLY TA2

USA
17.07.13_00

Standing Large Sphere
120V - for USA
4x max 23W CFL compact (E26)
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4x max Classic A60 LED (E26)

Fig.1

Before installing turn off the power to the electrical box.

MOUNTING INSTRUCTIONS
1) After opening the box that contains the perforated
shade, remove the glass diffuser [D] and put it aside
on a safe place (Fig. 1).
2) Remove the upper half of the polystyrene packaging
from the box and place it upside down on a flat
surface to use it as a base stand for the fixture.
3) Remove the perforated shade from the box and place
it on top of the polystyrene packaging with the flat
side facing upwards (Fig. 2).
4) Open the second box and take out the electric part of
the fixture. Undo the screw [Y] using the tool
provided and slide up the dome [M] (Fig. 3).
5) Install the light bulbs into the lamp holders.
6) Place the glass diffuser [D] on top [S] of the
perforated shade (Fig. 2).
7) Insert the plastic ring [H]. Place the lamp holders
frame [T] on top of the perforated shade and secure
it in place with the nuts [R]. Tighten the grub screws
[P] to secure the glass diffuser [D]. Slide the dome
[M] back down (Fig.2).
8) Place the base stand [B] on top of the dome and
secure it with the screw [Y] (Fig.3).Place the fixture on
its base stand on the chosen spot.
9) Insert the plug in a compatible power outlet. Turn the
light on and off using the switch located on the cord.
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Keep these instructions for future reference.
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Warranty

Studio Italia Design warrants its to be free from defects in materials and workmanship for a period of one year date of delivery. During this warranty period
Studio Italia Design will repair or replace, at its option, product that are proven to be defective.
This warranty does not apply to damages resulting from accidental, alteration, tampering, misuse, negligence or abuse.
This warranty does not apply to light bulbs, which are not products manufactured by Studio Italia Design and supplied by Studio Italia Design only as an
accomodation.
Keep these instructions for future reference
To be installed by a qualified licensed electrician only
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